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Abstract. It is easy to see that no n-REA set can form a (non-trivial) minimal pair

with 0′ and only slightly more difficult to observe that no ω-REA set can form a (non-

trivial) minimal pair with 0′′. Shore has asked whether this can be improved to show

that no ω-REA set forms a (non-trivial) minimal pair with 0′. We show that no such

improvement is possible by constructing a set C with 0˜ <T C ≤T 0′′ forming a minimal

pair with 0′. We then show that no α-REA set can form a (non-trivial) minimal pair with

0′′.

§1. Introduction.

1.1. Notation. The notation we use in this proof is largely standard. We use
σ, τ, δ to denote partial functions from ω to {0, 1} and write σ ≺ τ to denote that
the function τ extends σ. We identify sets with their characteristic functions so
that σ ≺ X has the expected meaning for X ∈ P (ω). We denote x ∈ domσ (
x 6∈ domσ ) by σ(x)↓ ( σ(x)↑ ) and say σ is incompatible (compatible) with τ ,
denoted σ | τ (σ - τ), if there is some (no) x with σ(x)↓ 6= τ(x)↓. We let α, β, γ
range over elements in ω<ω, write α− as shorthand for α�|α|−1 and denote the
concatenation of α with β by α̂ β. We denote the length of a α by |α| and the and
extend this notation to partial functions by setting |δ| = 1 + max dom δ. Capital
roman letters range over subsets of ω which we identify with their characteristic
function.

Φe(Z;x) denotes the e-th {0, 1} valued partial computable functional applied
to oracle Z on the input x. We adopt the convention that if Φe(Z;x) converges
in s steps, written Φe(Z;x)↓s, then Φe(Z�s ;x) = Φe(Z;x). WZ

e is the e-th set
c.e. in Z and WZ

e,s is it’s stage s approximation. We use 〈x, y〉 to denote the
integer code of the pair (x, y). Capital roman letters range over P (ω) and we
write C˜ for the Turing degree of C, C for the compliment of C, C ′ for the jump
of C and use ≤T, T ≡,∧T,∨T to denote Turing reducibility, equivalence, meet
and join respectively.

We follow the standard practice of identifying X [n], the n-th column of X, with
{y|〈n, y〉 ∈ X} and X [≤n] for {〈m, y〉 ∈ X|m ≤ n}. We extend this notation to
partial functions by letting σ[≤l] represent the restriction of σ to ω[≤l]. We also
stipulate that X [<0] = ∅.
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1.2. Overview. In [1] Jockusch and Shore introduce the α-REA, for α < ωck1 ,
sets as the sets produced by effectively iterating the construction of a relatively
c.e. set α many times. Since we will restrict our attention here to α = ω we will
use the equivalent (up to Turing degree) definition.

Definition 1.1. C ⊆ ω is ω-REA iff there is a computable function f such
that

C [n] = WC[<n]

f(n)

Professor Shore has observed that if C �T 0˜ is ω-REA then ∃B ≤T C with
0˜ <T B <T 0′′ but asked (private communication) if this would still hold if 0′′

was replaced with 0′. In this paper we answer this question in the negative by
proving the following theorem.

Theorem 1.2. There is an ω-REA set C �T 0˜ such that 0′ ∧T C˜ = 0˜
1.3. Failure at 0′′. Before we embark on this construction it is instructive

to see why this claim fails for 0′′.

Proposition 1.3. If C is ω-REA and C �T 0˜ then C ∧T 0′′ 6= 0˜.

Proof. Assume C fails the lemma. We first argue that for every n C [≤n] must
be computable. Since C [n+1] is ∆0

2 in C [≤n] if n is greatest with C [≤n] ≤T 0˜ we

must have 0˜ <T C [n+1] ≤T 0′ ≤T 0′′. Hence if C ∧T 0′′ = 0˜ then C [≤n] ≤T 0˜ for
all n ∈ ω.

So suppose C [≤n] ≤T 0˜ for all n ∈ ω. We now argue that 0′′ can compute C.
Note that given a c.e. index for a computable set R 0′′ can recover a c.e. index

for R and from an index for C [≤n] and C [≤n] one can uniformly recover a c.e.
index from C [≤n+1]. Thus if C [≤n] is computable for all n ∈ ω by induction 0′′

can recover in, jn with C [≤n] = Win
= Wjn

. Clearly these indexes allow 0′′ to
compute C.

a
The lesson to be drawn from this proof is that any C satisfying theorem

1.2 must be the join of a countable collection of computable sets. Thus the
non-computability of C must result from the non-uniformity of this join. The
difficulty in building C is therefore how to encode enough about 0′ in C [<n] so
C [n] can successfully diagonalize against the ∆0

2 sets while making sure C [<n]

only encodes a finite amount of non-computable information.

§2. Machinery.

2.1. Building ω-REA Sets. Evidently if we are to build C 6∈ ∆0
2 we will

have to somehow have to uniformly specify an c.e. procedure to build C [n] from
C [<n] while dealing with the fact that our approximation to C [<n] will never
settle on the correct value. Rather than trying to explicitly give such a pro-
cedure upfront we will instead enumerate rules called axioms committing us to
enumerate certain elements into C [n] when certain conditions are met by C [<n].

Definition 2.1. A axiom is a triple 〈l : σ → y〉 where l ∈ ω, σ is a function
from a finite subset of ω[<l] to {0, 1} and y ∈ ω[≥l].
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In our construction we will think of the axiom 〈l : σ → y〉 as the commitment
to place y in C if σ ≺ C. The parameter l serves only to ensure that attempts to
enumerate elements in the n-th column of C are only allowed to consult the first
n− 1 columns of C thus avoiding any circularity. The utility of this definition is
made clear by the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2. If A is an c.e. set of axioms then the set C defined by

y ∈ C ⇐⇒ (∃ l ∈ ω)(∃σ ≺ C)
[
〈l : σ → y〉 ∈ A

]
is ω-REA

Proof. Note that

〈n, x〉 ∈ C ⇐⇒ (∃ l ≤ n)(∃σ ≺ C [<l])
[
〈l : σ → y〉 ∈ A

]
Thus C [n] only depends on C [<n] so C is well defined. Furthermore the above
equation explicitly defines C [n] from C [<n] and n via a (uniformly) Σ0

1 formula.
Thus by an application of the s-m-n theorem [2] there is a computable function
f satisfying definition 1.1. a

Our construction will proceed by building a c.e. set A of axioms which will yield
an ω-REA set via the preceding lemma. To make proper use of this machinery
we introduce two more definitions. We first try and capture the notion that some
axiom 〈l : σ′ → y〉 only has an effect if σ ≺ C.

Definition 2.3. The axiom 〈l : σ′ → y〉 depends on σ if σ ≺ σ′. We say
the axiom 〈l : σ → y〉 is enumerated dependent on δ to mean we enumerate
〈l : σ ∪ δ[<l] → y〉 into A.

We will also speak of an axiom depending on C(n) = 0 to mean it depends on
the σ defined by σ(n) = 0. During our construction we will frequently want to
satisfy some requirement on the assumption that a guess about how C behaves on
some finite number of columns and a finite initial segment is true. We therefore
introduce a notion of how the axioms would affect C if such a guess were correct.

Definition 2.4. Given any set Cα ⊆ ω[<lα] and a partial function δα satisfy-

ing δα
[<l] ≺ Cα

[<lα] (understood as a guess at an initial segment of C) we say
that a set of axioms A yields C over Cα, δα if

〈n, x〉 ∈ C ⇐⇒
(
n < lα ∧ 〈n, x〉 ∈ Cα

)
∨(

〈n, x〉 ∈ δα
)
∨(

〈n, x〉 6∈ dom δα ∧ (∃ l ≤ n)(∃σ ≺ C)
[
〈l : σ → 〈n, x〉〉 ∈ A

])
In other words A yields X over Cα, δα if we take Cα, δα to be the first lα

columns of C and δα ≺ C regardless of what the axioms say and then build the
rest of C using the construction from lemma 2.2.
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§3. Requirements & Modules. We fix a computable array Ve,s of finite
sets via the limit lemma [5] such that every ∆0

2 set is of the form Ve = lims→∞ Ve,s
and build C to meet the following requirements.

Re,i :: Φi(C) 6= Ve or Ve ≤T 0˜ whenever Ve defined.

Ne :: We 6= C

We reserve columns 3〈e, i〉, 3〈e, i〉+1 for Re,i and the column 3e+2 for meeting
Ne and grant each requirement the right to modify a finite initial segment of later
columns but not earlier columns. Each column of C will be either finite or co-
finite thereby making C [<n] computable as our observation required.

As C can’t be computable in 0′ during the construction later requirements
won’t know, even in the limit, how the earlier requirements are satisfied. To deal
with this we perform our construction along a tree assigning to each α ∈ ω<ω
in the tree a module Pα tasked with handling a particular requirement on the
assumption that α correctly encodes how the higher priority requirements are
met. In particular we assign requirements to modules as follows.

Pα handles

{
Re,i if |α| = 2〈e, i〉
Ne if |α| = 2e+ 1

(3.1)

Given α ∈ ω<ω we define lα to be the first column reserved for the requirement
handled by Pα. Note that lα only depends on |α| so all modules tasked with
meeting a given requirement share columns. We will associate to each α set
Cα ⊂ ω[<lα] intended as a guess at C [<lα] and a partial function δα ∈ 2<ω

representing a guess at the finite part of C used by prior requirements. These

two guesses will always be compatible, i.e. δα
[<lα] ≺ C [<lα]. Implicitly δα

will function as a restraint as well since Pα won’t attempt to change C(x) if
x ∈ dom δα. We regard Cα, δα as a description of the ultimate effect of Pα− on
C.

3.1. Action Along The Tree. As explained above the module Pα will act
to meet it’s requirement using the information encoded in α about how earlier
requirements were met. At each stage we will have some guess at how the
various requirements are met and that guess will control which modules are then
executed at that stage, i.e., only those modules that appear to have correct
guesses execute. Those familiar with Π0

2 tree constructions may be assured that
the tree executes the modules in the standard fashion and skip ahead to the next
section while those desiring more details can read on.

More formally we will define a function f , the true path, such that if α− ⊂ f
then f(|α|) indicates how Pα satisfies it’s associated requirement. In an abuse
of notation we will write f(α) = n to indicate that if f ⊇ α then f(|α|) = n. At
any stage s we will have some approximation fs ∈ ω<ω to the true path with
f = lim infs fs. We will execute a single module Pα satisfying fs ⊇ α at every
stage s and leave it to Pα to set the value of fs(α) at such stages. We ensure
that if fs ⊃ α occurs infinitely often then Pα is executed infinitely often as well
by starting out at the root node and executing in increasing order the modules
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at each node α ⊆ fs with |α| ≤ l before starting over at the root and working
out to nodes of length l + 1.

§4. The Construction. A full description of the construction will consist of
giving the behavior of each module Pα the approximation to it’s outcome fs(α)
and the properties Cβ , δβ for each β = α̂ 〈fs(α)〉. We will always define Cβ , δβ at
the first stage fs ⊇ β guaranteeing they are always defined when needed. Note
that when describing the various modules we will say the Pα stage s to refer to
the s-th time the module Pα is executed. We will also adopt the shorthand α+

for α̂〈f(α)〉 whenever α ⊂ f .

4.1. Basic Approach. Before describing the full construction it’s useful to
informally sketch how each requirement is to be met. The action of the module
Pα implementing the strategy Ne can be thought of as implementing a straight-
forward finite injury argument as follows. Pα will wait for a chance to enumerate
some element from We into C [lα] doing nothing until such an element is found.
If no such element is found then both We and C fail to cover some element in
the column lα. On the other hand if such an element is found Ne will enumerate
that element into C [lα] and reset all weaker priority requirements. This reset is
accomplished simply by permanently changing fs(α) from the 0 it had been up
till now to 1 thereby abandoning all previously visited modules Pβ , β ) α.

The interesting case occurs when Pα implements Re,i. Here our strategy will
be to lay dormant (unactivated) as long as the action of weaker requirements
never leads us to change our mind about (our approximation to) Φi(C), i.e.,
yields only compatible computations. If we remain in this situation we will
argue that Φi(C) is computable. If we do see a change in Φi(C;x) for some x
we will activate Re,i and work to alternate between the two computations to
diagonalize against Ve(x). Later we will show that if we ever change our mind
about Φi(C;x) then Pα has the means to roll back the intervening axioms and
recover the previous value of Φi(C;x) by enumerating some controlling element
into C [lα+1]. Pα can now act to ensure that Φi(C;x) always disagrees with
Ve,s(x) by taking said element in and out of C [lα+1]. To ensure that Pα can
later change take it back out each time Pα enumerates the controlling element
into C [lα+1] it does so dependent on some large number being absent from C [lα].
By latter adding this number to C [lα], Pα can effectively cancel it’s previous
commitment and keep Φi(C;x) 6= Ve,s(x).

Provided Ve,s(x) eventually settles down this provides no problem. Each time
Ve,s(x) flip-flops we simply set fs(α) to the next unused value which has the effect
of resetting all the subsequence requirements. However, we must accommodate
the possibility this limit fails to exist and somehow prevent those Pβ , β ⊃ α that
assume the limit exists from interfering with those that assume it doesn’t. The
key point here is to ensure that a particular flag element will be in C [lα+1] iff
lims→∞ Ve,s(x) exists. This allows the modules Pβ , β ⊃ α guessing the limit
doesn’t exist to predicate all their actions on the absence of this element and
vice versa ensuring noninterference. The effect of this is to ensure that if α ⊂ f
once α appears on fs then no other requirements modify the region of C used
by Pα.
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4.2. Global Constraints. To ensure the Pα modules interact appropriately
we need to impose two minor additional constraints on the construction.

(I) If Pα enumerates axiom π then π is enumerated dependent on δα.
(II) If Pα wants to enumerate axiom π and Pβ , β ( α is an unactivated Re,i

module then π is enumerated dependent on the partial function sending
〈lα + 1,m〉 to 0 with m larger than anything mentioned so far in the
construction .

This first constraint will ensure that if the guess δα at an initial segment of C
is wrong then the axioms enumerated by Pα have no effect on the construction.
In particular it will guarantee that if Pβ implements Re,i the modules α ⊃ β
assuming that Re,i has only finitely many eventful stages and those assuming it
has infinitely many such stages don’t interfere.

The second constraint will allow Pβ implementing Re,i to ‘roll back’ axioms
enumerated by α ⊃ β while Pβ to recover an earlier computation of Φi(C). This
will ensure that even if we first see one value for Φi(C;x) and then Φi(C;x)
appears to diverge for many stages before converging to an alternate value we
will still be able to return to the first value and use it to diagonalize against
Φi(C) = Ve.

We now give the detailed actions of the various modules with the under-
standing that they be modified in the obvious way to comply with these two
constraints.

4.3. The Basic Re,i Strategy. Suppose Pα is assigned to handle Re,i. We
wait until we observe a Pα stage s (i.e. s-th time Pα is executed), integers x, y,
strings Y0, Y1 ∈ 2<ω such that C would extend Y1 if nothing is done but Y0 if
y 6∈ Y0 is added to C [lα+1] and Y0, Y1 yield incompatible computations. More
formally

Y0
[≤lα] = Y1

[≤lα] ∧ δα ≺ Y0, Y1

Φi(Y0;x)↓y 6= Φi(Y1;x)↓
|Y0| < y

y ∈ ω[lα+1]

As yields an extension of Y1 over Cα, δα

As ∪ {〈lα + 1 : ∅ → y〉} yields an extension of Y0 over Cα, δα

(4.1)

When this occurs we say that Pα is activated at stage s. We will later show
that these conditions are equivalent to the informal notion of changing our mind
about the value of Φi(C;x).

If Pα is activated at Pα stage s select q ∈ ω[lα+1] larger than any number
mentioned so far to serve as our ‘flag’ by satisfying q ∈ C iff Pα only acts finitely
many times. Also pick ks larger than any number mentioned so far with the
intent of enumerating 〈lα, kt〉 into C to cancel any decision to put y into C at
Pα stage s. Now for any t ≥ s+ 1 let jt ∈ {0, 1} such that Φi(Yjt ;x) 6= Ve,s(x).
Say that a Pα stage t > s is eventful for Pα if jt 6= jt−1. At Pα stage t ≥ s Pα
acts as follows.
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If t is not an eventful Pα stage let σt be the partial function defined by
σt(〈lα, kt〉) = 0, that is σt asserts that 〈lα, kt〉 6∈ C. Enumerate into A (if not
already present) 〈lα + 1 : σt → q〉, that is place q into C if 〈lα, kt〉 6∈ C thereby
indicating that Pα completes after finite action. If Ve,t(x) 6= Φi(Y1;x) do nothing
so that without further action we would have C � Y1. If Ve,t(x) = Φi(Y1;x) then
enumerate 〈lα + 1 : σt → y〉 into A as well. This has the effect of setting C ⊇ Y0

if 〈lα, kt〉 remains out of C. Finally set kt+1 = kt.
If t is an eventful Pα stage then enumerate the axiom 〈lα : ∅ → 〈lα, kt〉〉 into

A and set kt+1 = kt + 1. This has the effect of canceling the effect of any axiom
enumerated by Pα at any earlier stage by placing 〈lα, kt〉 into C. Note that if
every element of the form 〈lα, kt〉 is eventually placed in C then no axiom will
place q into C.

Now assume that at (global) stage t Pα executes it’s s-th stage then define

ft(|α|) =


0 if Pα hasn’t yet been activated

1 if s is an eventful stage for Pα

n+ 2 if s is uneventful and there have been n prior eventful stages.

If t is the first stage for which ft ⊇ α̂〈w〉 and t corresponds to Pα stage s
then define.

δα̂〈w〉 =

{
δα if w = 0

X�r
[≥lα] ∪ δα where r = 〈lα, kt〉 otherwise

Cα̂〈w〉 =

{
Cα ∪ δα̂〈w〉 if w 6= 1

Cα ∪ δα̂〈w〉 {z|z ≥ k0} ∪X [lα+1] if w = 1

Where

X = the result of As over Cα, δα

Note that δα̂〈w〉 is longer enough to restrain later modules from interfering
with Y0 and Y1. Also observe that for w > 1 δα̂〈w〉 is defined at an uneventful Pα
stage s so δα̂〈w〉 reflects the assumption that whatever axioms are enumerated
dependent on 〈lα, kt〉 remain uncancelled. On the other hand for w = 1 δα̂〈w〉 is
defined at an eventful Pα stage t so behaves as if none of the axioms dependent
on 〈lα, kt〉 apply. The definition of Cα̂〈w〉 guesses any unreferenced elements in
column lα + 1 are absent and that those in column lα are present if w = 1 and
absent otherwise.

4.4. The Basic Ne Strategy. We ensure that C is not computable by en-

suring that C [lα] 6= We
[lα]. We only place finitely many elements into C [lα] so if

We
[lα] is also finite the requirement is trivially satisfied. We ensure that if We

[lα]

is infinite then We
[lα] ∩ C [lα] 6= ∅ by enumerating 〈lα : ∅ → y〉 into A at the

first Pα stage s and least y ≥ s with y ∈ ω[lα] and y 6∈ δα for which we observe
y ∈We,s. We say Pα acts at such a stage and once Pα has acted we never let it
do so again.
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ft(|α|) =

{
0 if Nα hasn’t acted

1 if Nα has acted

Cα̂〈w〉 = Cα ∪X [lα]

δα̂〈w〉 = X�m
[≥lα] ∪ δα

Where:

X is the result of As over Cα, δα

s is the first stage with fs ⊇ α̂〈w〉
m is larger than any number mentioned so far.

§5. Verification. We now verify that the construction above produces the
desired set C. By lemma 2.2 we have evidently built an ω-REA set so all that
remains is to show that C �T 0˜ and C ≥T X ∈ ∆0

2 =⇒X ≤T 0˜.
Lemma 5.1. f = lim infs→∞ fs is well defined. Furthermore if α ⊆ f then Pα

is executed infinitely often.

Proof. Suppose n is the least such that the lemma fails for f�n = α+. Evi-
dently Pα can’t implement Ne as fs(α) would either remain 0 or switch perma-
nently to 1. So assume that Pα implements Re,i. But in this case f(n) could only
be undefined if for any m there was some stage t such that if s > t fs(n) > m.
However, this would entail there were infinitely many eventful stages. Hence
lim infs→∞ fs(n) = 1. The second half of the statement follows directly from the
construction. a

Lemma 5.2. Suppose Pα implements Re,i then for all n δα̂〈1〉 | δα̂〈n+2〉 when-
ever both are defined.

Proof. Let q ∈ ω[lα+1] be the flag location selected during the execution of
Pα. By the remarks at the end of subsection 4.3 δα̂〈1〉(q) = 0 while δα̂〈n+2〉(q) =
1. a

Lemma 5.3. If α ⊆ f, fs then for all β | α if Pβ enumerates the axiom 〈l :
σ → y〉 after stage s then σ | δα.

Proof. Suppose the claim holds for α−. If Pα− implements Ne then for all
t > s ft ⊇ α−=⇒ ft ⊇ α so the claim holds for α. Similarly if Pα− implements
Re,i and α = α−̂〈w〉 for w 6= 1 then then claim holds for α. So suppose
α = α−̂〈1〉. By construction if t ≥ s ft + α−̂〈0〉. Hence only β satisfying
β ⊇ α− 〈̂n+ 2〉 for some n are of concern. But by the preceding lemma δα−̂〈1〉 |
δα−̂〈n+2〉. But if β ⊇ α− 〈̂n+ 2〉 then constraint I ensures that if Pβ enumerates

〈l : σ → y〉 then α−̂〈n+ 2〉 ≺ σ so the lemma also holds for α. a

Lemma 5.4. Suppose α ⊂ f, fs and As yields Xs over Cβ , δβ with β ⊂ α.

Then Xs � δα and Xs
[<lα] ⊂ C [<lα]. Furthermore for every r there are infinitely

many s such that Xs � C�r
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Proof. The first claim follows by straightforward induction on γ with β ⊆
γ ⊆ α. Since Xs

[<lγ ] ⊂ C [<lγ ] every axiom already enumerated by Pγ applies
in a straightforward manner as they only reference elements outside of dom δγ
via constraint II, i.e., the axioms have effect if outside of δγ we haven’t added
elements not in C. By lemma 5.3 we don’t have to worry about nodes incompat-
ible with α and it is straightforward to check from the construction that when
fs ⊇ γ+ the axioms enumerated so far by Pγ cause Xs � δγ+ .

To prove the second part of the lemma simply pick α ⊂ f so large that
ω�r ⊂ ω[<lα]. Now merely choose s such that fs ⊃ α large enough that the axioms
responsible for placing every element into C�r have already been enumerated. a

Lemma 5.5. C is not computable.

Proof. If C were computable then C = We for some e. Now pick α ⊆ f such

that Pα implements Ne. Now if We
[lα] is infinite then there is some stage s such

that Pα acts to make We ∩ C 6= ∅. On the other hand if We
[lα] is finite then as

C [lα] is also finite C 6= We.
a

Lemma 5.6. Suppose that α ⊆ f , Pα implements Re,i and there are stages
s0 < s1 at which Pα not yet activated with α ⊆ fs0 , fs1 such that Asj yields Cj
over Cα, δα for j = 0, 1 and Φi(C0)↓s0 | Φi(C1)↓s1 then there are Y0, Y1x, y such
that Y0, Y1, x, y satisfy the conditions 4.1 at stage s1

Proof. If Yj = Cj�sj by our convention on use we may know that Φi(Cj)↓sj =

Φi(Yj)↓sj . By lemma 5.3 any axiom enumerated by β | α after s0 will have no
effect on C and by construction the effects of all β ( α are accounted for in
Cα, δα. As no β ) α is allowed to affect column lα or lα + 1 and Pα has yet to

enumerate any axioms we know that Y0
[lα] = Y1

[lα] = δα
[lα].

Now select y = 〈lα+1,m〉 where m is the first large number used by constraint
II for Pα after stage s0. By constraint II every axiom π enumerated by β ) α
after stage s0 is enumerated dependent on sending y to 0, i.e., predicated on
y 6∈ C. Thus, as y > s0 we have As∪{〈lα + 1 : ∅ → y〉} yields some X � Y0 over
Cα, δα. The other conditions follow trivially. a

Lemma 5.7. If V ∈ ∆0
2 and V ≤T C then V is computable.

Proof. Pick e such that V = lims→∞ Ve,s, i such that Φi(C) = V and α ⊂ f
such that Pα implements Re,i. By construction if Pα is ever activated then
Φi(C) 6= V . So suppose Pα is never activated. We compute V (x) as follows.
Wait for a stage s such that fs ⊇ α such that As yields Ys over Cα, δα and
Φi(Ys;x)↓s. Use this value for V (x).

Such a stage must exist as by lemma 5.4 we can find s such that Ys is equal
to C on the use of Φi(C;x). As the s just mentioned yields the correct value
so too must our computation or there are stages s0, s1 as in lemma 5.6 so Pα is
activated. Contradiction. a

This completes the proof of theorem 1.2.

§6. Generalizations. At this point one might naturally wonder if this result
could be improved by moving to ordinals past ω. One might conjecture there
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is some ω · ω-REA degree C that forms a nontrivial minimal pair with 0′′. Dis-
appointingly this conjecture turns out to be false. We sketch the proof below
following the same approach as in lemma 1.3 but now considering limit stages.
The notation we use for computable ordinals is from [4] and the definition of
α-REA degrees can be found in [1]. Note that for the remainder of the paper
we let α, β, λ and γ range over O, i.e., notations for constructive ordinals

Lemma 6.1. Suppose Cλ =
⊕

β<Oλ
Cβ if λ a limit, Cγ+O 1 = W

Cγ
f(γ)⊕Cγ and

C0 = ∅. If Cα ≤T 0˜ and f(β) is defined for all β <O α then 0′′ can (uniformly
in α) compute an index for Cα as a c.e. set.

Proof. We prove this using definition via effective transfinite recursion. We
will define a computable function I(e) such that ΦI(e)(0

′′; γ) = iγ with Wiγ
= Cγ

if for all β <O γ Φe(0
′′;β) = iβ and Wiβ

= Cβ . Then by application of the

recursion theorem [3] we recover a fixed point e such that ΦI(e)(0
′′) w Φe(0

′′) is
our desired 0′′ computable function.

Before we construct I(e) we observe that there is a total computable function
h such that for all β if Cβ = Wi and Cβ = W

î
then Cβ+O1 = W

h(β,i,̂i)
. The

existence of h follows immediately from the computability of f and definition of
Cβ+O1. Additionally there is a computable function g such that if Wi = Cγ and
β <O γ then g(γ, β, i) = i′ with Cβ = Wi′ . As g merely unwraps some number
of effective join operations it is straightforward to verify it exists.

If γ = 0 then ΦI(e)(0
′′; γ) returns a c.e. index for the empty set. If γ = β+O 1

then ΦI(e)(0
′′; γ) first runs Φe(0

′′;β) to extract iβ and then computes an index

îβ for the compliment of Wiβ
. The computation then returns h(γ, iβ , îβ) as the

index for Cγ . Finally if γ is a limit then ΦI(e)(0
′′; γ) searches through all pairs

of indexes i, î for complimentary c.e. sets and returns the first i such that:

(∀β <O γ)
[
Φe(0

′′;β) = j0 ∧ g(γ, β, i) = j1 =⇒Wj0 = Wj1

]
(∀β)[(∃x)(〈β, x〉 ∈Wi) =⇒β <O γ]

Now let e be the fixed point of I(e). It is straightforward to trace out the
definitions to verify that Φe(0

′′) behaves correctly at 0 and at every successor
and limit stage so by transfinite induction Φe(0

′′;α) satisfies the lemma.
a

Proposition 6.2. Suppose that C is of non-computable α-REA degree then
C ∧T 0′′ 6= 0˜.

Proof. By the definition of α-REA sets C = Cα where Cα is defined as in
lemma 6.1 relative to some computable function f . Thus there is some least
β ≤O α such that Cβ isn’t computable. If β is a successor then just as in
proposition 1.3 Cβ ≤T 0′. So assume β is a limit. By lemma 6.1 we can
uniformly find a c.e. code for each Cγ with γ <O β. To determine if 〈γ, x〉 ∈ Cβ
we first ask 0′′ if γ <O β. If not 〈γ, x〉 6∈ Cβ . Otherwise ask 0′′ for a c.e. code
i for Cγ and report 〈γ, x〉 ∈ Cβ iff 0′′ determines x ∈ Cγ . Hence in either case
0˜ <T Cβ ≤T 0′′ and as Cβ ≤T C we have C ∧T 0′′ 6= 0˜. a
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